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Keri Systems Releases Doors.NET
Keri Systems has released a new access control software program designed to manage
systems using its TCP/IP-based NXT controller hardware family with built-in Ethernet
connectivity. Much like its predecessor (Doors, for use with PXL-500 Tiger Controllers),
Doors.NET has an intuitive user interface and uses a handy spreadsheet operation for
many common tasks. It was designed natively on Microsoft’s .NET platform for superior
speed performance and security, has Client/Server functionality, and uses MS Sequel as
its database.
All communication between the database and the application are accomplished through
Stored Procedures, again to enhance the speed and robustness of the system. Doors.NET
allows for an unlimited number of connected workstations using Thin Client architecture
to push information out to the Clients. In addition to a sophisticated set of access control
features that will continue to grow, the software includes options for Photo Badging,
Digital Video Recording and Monitoring, and a number of other integrated features.
The NXT controller hardware that Doors.NET manages features 2 and 4 door controller
versions with direct Ethernet connectivity via a built-in TCP/IP port, along with I/O
modules that allow flexibility in both linkage macros door function connectivity, and bidirectional proximity readers that allow for supervision and long distances from the
controller.
Keri Systems is a leading provider of integrated card access control, with integrated
telephone entry, video badging systems, biometrics and digital video recording. Located
in the heart of California’s famed Silicon Valley at 2305 Bering Drive., San Jose, CA,
USA, the company continues to enhance its leadership in controller and proximity
technology by offering a suite of products and services for customers requiring more than
just basic access control hardware and software.
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